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that we will support from Capitalists and producers in this field. We will specify however facility 
which is needed, because we believe that agricultural activities are the main cause of job- genera-
tion and benefitial occupation”.

“Up to now we have spent 15 milliard tommans for agricultural activities and we will specify 
8 milliard tomman to this Province`s agricultural industries”.

He added: “we hope our farmers and gardeners start using of high-pressured irrigation system, 
so our state will promise to pay over than 85 percent of its expenses and also we will give needed 
loans for the rest of 15 percent of expenses.

The fifth national professional exhibition of irrigation and Greenhouses 
Equipment

The Fifth national professional Exhibition of ingredients, irrigation and Green-
houses Equipment, Agricultural Instruments & Machinary will be celebrated 12 
- 15 Mehr 1390 in show center of Golestan - E - Gol-Shahr in Imam Khomeini 
square.

This grand exhibition has celebrated for 4 years with Cooperating of related 
socities and organs. The last year, show was disposed in Zanjan province. But 
because of exhibitors and visitor`s suggestion, it`s place is transfered to Alborz 
province which is nearer to Tehran.

Time of this benefitial exhibition is: 12 - 15 Mehr, Wednesday to end of 
Friday,15-21 p:m.

Importing one milliard dollars fruite to Iran
Dr. E. Biabani  , deputy of House of Agriculture, one of national formations in Iran,referring 

to state`s decision during 5 years ago hopefully expresses Majlis has been attended to imported 
goods which highly damages our farmers and gardeners economically.

He criticizes statemen because of their plans in agricultural aspects.
Dr. Biabani criticized strictly middlemen or dealers who have placed in Iran`s market. The 

cupidity of middlemen is the cause for the high prices of fruits and vagetables. The major benfit 
is finally in middlemen`s hands. The major loss belongs to farmers and gardeners.

Statistical dispute among Majlis and state
Author of this article evaluates statistical news from majlis and state. He asks: “why There is 

so dissappeint mentbetween these two organisation? Why their figures are so vice-versa?
Majli`s figures shows going out of our foreign exchanges because of agricultural good`s im-

porting While all of them are produced inside of Iran.
On the other hand state`s figures shows that our export level has risen during 2 - 3 years ago. 

The writer of this article recommands more precise statistics for more accuracy planning.
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Desputes of Majlis and state on agricultural issues
The ministry of jihad-e-agriculture has been summon to majlis during first days of mordad- 

1390 (july 2011).
He is strongly criticized why There  is no accuracy and Control on importing 

of agricultural goods? While it causes many losses for farmers and going out 
foreign expenses from our country!

Before laeving majlis, The ministry of jihad-e-agriculture  reminded  at-
tendees in majlis that: “Don`t you remember your agreements for importing 
of agricultural goods such as wheat?!”

Author of this article recalling representive`s for interpellation in last year, 
and its cancelling for political reasons, is asking: “Why his interpellation didn`t occure? Why our 
representatives  didn`t seriously react to furthur losses of farmers and producers”?

Author of this article declares that: “We should not damage   national benfits by political rea-
sons. In his openion, our majlis never minds to our agricultural situations, but also political settle-
ment with state is more important. These reactions exactly damages our country`s agriculture.

On the other side, here we refer to statistical disputes between majlis and state. Each of them 
represents defferent figures and denies straitly the other one.

The state`s figures show the export`s rising and import`s declining, while the representative 
of majlis only point to export`s increasing.

Damparvaran`s Exclusive interview with Deputy ministry of water and 
soil and industry 

Engineer Sajadi, is one of  the important and nominating deputies 
of jihad-e-agriculture.

He announced specifying facilities for high-pressured irrigating 
systems improvement. He said to our reporter: “It seems we will 
face with pleasant atmosphere in Majlis and state with better usage 
of agricultural water sources.

We have specified a budget of 1,130 milliard tommans for new irrigation systems improve-
ment”

“Based on statistics, we find out our governors and statemen have accepted that our Country is 
a dry or  semi-dried region. and it`s needed more attention for food safety. For prevention of our 
agricultural ruining, we should support and strengthen infrastructural bases and provide better 
situation for using of water sources in our gardens and farmlands.

Interview with governal general of Alborz province
Engineer Farhadi, governor general of New Province Alborz expressed: “we should have 

more attention to improvement of metabolism industries (transferable industries) of agricultural 
products specially in Alborz Province as one of nearest provinces  to Tehran. We  strongly declare 
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